Britain’s Greatest Radio Achievement!

A wonderful new Cossor Melody Maker—a year ahead in design! more powerful, more handsome and simpler than ever. Made in two types (a) for A.C. Mains use and (b) for battery operation. Type (a) uses electric light supply—it needs no H.T. Batteries or L.T. accumulators. Type (b) operates from batteries in the usual way. Both models have the same beautiful cabinet and simple controls. No coils to change—switch alters wavelength. Balanced control—no "tricky" tuning—turn only one knob to hear the programme you want. Enormous range—over thirty stations any evening at full loud speaker volume. Amazing selectivity—specially designed for B.B.C. alternative programme scheme. Uses the wonderful NEW Cossor Valves—the season's most sensational valve development.
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Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention